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Mr Geoff Roberts 
Interim Western District Commissioner 
Greater Sydney Commission 
Draft District Plans 
PO Box 257 
Parramatta NSW 2124 

 

12 December 2017  

 

 

Dear Mr Roberts, 

Re: Draft Greater Sydney Regional Plan and Draft Western City District Plan Submission 

Holcim (Australia) Pty Ltd (Holcim) is a 40% owner of the Penrith Lakes Development Corporation (PLDC)                
and has enjoyed a 30 year long partnership with the NSW government working to deliver the Penrith Lakes                  
Scheme comprising world class recreational waterways, flood mitigation weirs and urban land for housing              
development, to the people of Western Sydney. 

PLDC has been implementing the Penrith Lakes Scheme under a cooperative venture with the NSW State                
Government, administered through a Deed of Agreement. The Deed was conceptualised and signed in              
1987 to assist with the delivery mechanisms of a range of recreation, state-significant conservation              
outcomes and land for urban development.  

Extensive work carried out by PLDC and the (now) Department of Planning and Environment was               
encapsulated in the Regional Environment Study 1984 which in large part guides the work of PLDC in its                  
rehabilitation of the site. The Penrith Lakes Scheme was further embraced by the NSW Government               
through the former Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No 11 - Penrith Lakes Scheme gazetted in 1986,                
the State Environmental Planning Policy (Penrith Lakes Scheme) 1989 and the City of Cities - A Plan for                  
Sydney’s Future metropolitan strategy in 2005. 

With a history as a major quarry stretching back to the days of colonial settlement, the Penrith Lakes                  
Scheme is among the world’s most innovative and large scale quarry remediation projects. The quarry               
supplied sand and gravel from which much of metropolitan Sydney was built over many decades. Quarrying                
finally concluded on the site in 2015. 

The Penrith Lakes Scheme comprises an area of almost 2,000 hectares, located immediately east of the                
Nepean River and is less than 3 kilometres north of the Penrith City Centre. As envisaged by the Deed,                   
when completed, the Lakes Scheme will encompass some 770 hectares of created lakes and 1200               
hectares of ecological communities on newly constructed landforms and water sensitive urban            
development, with a potential yield in the order of 5,000 dwellings.  

This submission considers the impact of the draft Greater Sydney Regional Plan and draft Western City                
District Plan on delivery of the Penrith Lakes Scheme. 

 

Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan 

The Penrith Lakes Scheme site is located within the region of the Western Parkland City, which includes a                  
cluster of centres comprising Liverpool, Greater Penrith and Campbelltown-Macarthur, with their           
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commercial, health and education assets and anticipated growth of these to support growing communities. 

The draft Region Plan aims to facilitate at least 725,000 new dwellings in the Greater Sydney region by                  
2036. Of this, the Western Parkland City is identified to provide 19.8% of all housing in Sydney by 2036. 

 

Draft Western City District Plan  

The Structure Plan for the Western City District identifies the majority of the Penrith Lakes Scheme site as                  
being within the Metropolitan Rural Area, with limited potential for development. This is inconsistent with the                
Deed and its obligations with regard to urban development. Only the southernmost section of the site has                 
currently been identified as part of the Priority Growth Area Investigation zone in the draft Plan. The Penrith                  
Lakes Scheme site is an opportunity missed for the Plan to deliver its dwelling outcomes in an outstanding                  
location.  

As recently as 2014 the Penrith Lakes Scheme site was identified in a report prepared by the NSW                  
Government Architects Office on behalf of the Office of Penrith Lakes (the Penrith Lakes Parkland Draft                
Vision Plan) with a potential dwelling yield in the order of 5,000 dwellings. The urban development over part                  
of the land was to be considered in conjuction with the rehabilitation and dedication of lakes and parklands                  
to the NSW Government by the PLDC shareholders.  

The draft Western City District Plan refers to the findings of the Hawkesbury-Nepean Flood Risk               
Management Taskforce stating ‘there is no ability for intensive urban development to occur at Penrith               
Lakes…’ due to the extent of the Probable Maximum Flood level and the insufficient capacity of nominated                 
evacuation routes to safely evacuate the population. These findings at odds with many years of previous                
design and research, including a review by flood expert Molino Stewart (Environment and Natural Hazard               
Consultants). Molino Stewart identified that up to 1,320 dwellings could be provided at the Penrith Lakes                
Scheme site without impacting the evacuation capacity of the existing road infrastructure.  

Furthermore, the Taskforce’s assessment does not appear to adequately take into consideration the             
significant local catchment treatment and flood mitigation services provided by the scheme’s lakes, wetlands              
and flood infrastructure. This includes world class weirs, totalling approximately 2.5 kilometres in length              
which provide best practice engineered flood control mechanisms to enable increased relief and evacuation              
time for Penrith and downstream communities.  

 

Key Concerns 

Holcim is concerned that the draft plans contradict the long held future urban development outcomes for the                 
Penrith Lakes Scheme site envisaged in the Deed and which have since been enshrined in legislation,                
policy documents and legal agreements between the PLDC and the NSW Government. 

The PLDC continues to honouring its obligations under the Penrith Lakes Scheme cooperative venture and               
is in the final stages of rehabilitating the site to ultimately include: 

● 415 hectares of quality elevated residential land; 
● 710 hectares of lakes; 
● An urban water runoff treatment train; 
● Five RMS approved access bridges; 
● New Castlereagh Road providing flood evacuation capability for the existing and potential            

community of the site and the surrounding region; 
● Four major flood weirs protecting the internal landscape and creating flood mitigation for offsite              

residents, 
● A multimillion dollar trust fund for parkland infrastructure gifted to Government by PLDC in 2015; 
● The Sydney International Regatta Centre and White Water stadium facilities completed by PLDC in              

1995; 
●  11km of Nepean Riverbank walking trails and 20 Km of access trails and potential cycling facilities, 
● A 290 hectare purpose built migratory bird habitat which currently accommodates habitat for some               
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185 different species of birds; 
●  Eight significant cultural heritage complexes of National, State and Local significance; and 
●  Protection of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage sites imbedded in Natural Conversation Zones. 

It is disappointing that the mechanisms for releasing this magnificent recreational and environmental asset              
into public ownership and opportunity for urban land has not been articulated within the draft Western City                 
District Plan. 

It is imperative that arrangements are put in place for a discussion to be held between the Commission, the                   
NSW Planning Minister and PLDC to deliver the benefits of the Penrith Lakes Scheme to the community of                  
Western Sydney. 

 

Recommendations 

Holcim request that the Commission give further consideration to the totality of the Deed and specifically the                 
intention of the parties in regard to setting urban targets within the scheme boundaries prior to finalising the                  
District Plan. This includes revising the draft Plan to: 

● recognise the Penrith Lakes Scheme including historical agreements between the NSW State            
Government and the PLDC and its potential significance and contribution to achieving the range of               
goals and actions outlined in the draft Western City District Plan; 

● identify the prime elevated lands as a priority growth area for future housing supply for the Western                 
District in the short to medium term; 

● recognise the extensive lakes, wetlands, water based recreational zones and beaches as potential             
public assets;  

● incorporate the Lake Scheme flood infrastructure in all modelling of flood behaviours within the              
Hawkesbury Nepean River system and the associated catchments; and 

● ensure future land releases in Richmond, Windsor and surroundings areas do not compromise the              
evacuation of the existing and current planned residential areas of Penrith. 

Holcim supports the work of the Commission in the development of a unified plan with its vision, priorities                  
and actions for ongoing development and health of the communities in Western Sydney. We trust the                
Commission will fully consider the matters raised in this submission an we look forward to further                
conversations about how the completed Penrith Lakes Scheme will ultimately be delivered in line with the                
terms of the Deed for the enjoyment of the people of Western Sydney. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Mark Campbell 

CEO 
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